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In recent times geographic information systems (GIS) have become very pop-
ular and widely spread in spite of the complexity of geographic representation.
But can we find a single concept for a simplified and generalized way to repre-
sent the data?
This were also the thoughts of three American university professors. Michael
F. Goodchild, May Yuan and Thomas J. Cova tried to answer the question
theoretically in their research article ’Towards a general theory of geographic
representation in GIS’ in 2005. The International Journal of Geographical In-
formation Science published the 21th volume of the paper in March 2007 (No.
3, 239-260).

When GIS came up, it was already rather difficult and complex to represent
geographical data. Nowadays, this objection is more pertained to digital sys-
tems and is also the target of research in the article from M. F. Goodchild et al.
The issue is to find a general theory of a simpler and central concept of represen-
tation in GIS from where we can derive every other concept. As we have a huge
data area, this core idea has to be independent from the way of data acquisition.
Furthermore every system has its own requirements and yet the idea should be
commonly understandable. A concept, which has all this characteristics, is a
primitive reduced form of geographic information called geo-atom.
A geo-atom is a tuple consisting of a point in space-time, its property and the
associated value. As there is no default for the number of dimension, the geo-
atom can be adopted to the system and is therefore not limited. Nevertheless
we can form aggregations of geo-atoms to describe higher-dimensional objects
like lines, areas and volumes. A big disadvantage rests on the limitation of res-
olution in GIS: We are not able to say if a point lies exactly on another point
or object.
A geo-field is an aggregation of geo-atoms with the same properties in a given
area of space-time. As long as they do not follow a precise mathematical func-
tion, every limited geo-field underlies Tobler’s First Law of Geography (TFL):
“all things are related, but nearby things are more related than distant things”
(Tobler 1970). There are many possible approaches to discretize a geo-field.
A geo-object is an aggregation of geo-atoms following certain rules. This can be
for example a specified value, but it can also be quite complex. The enlargement
of its domain can be performed by fiat or bona fide.
Geo-fields and geo-objects do have connections, but there is a third approach
called field objects. It is basically a geo-object with an internal structure of
a geo-field. A vivid example is a severe storm: the boundary can be defined
as limit of cloud cover (geo-object) and the internal structure as variation of
rainfall (geo-field).
It is rather difficult to represent interactions in cartography, but in GIS it is
realized by object fields (every point maps to a geo-object), metamaps (Carte-
sian products of a raster), object pairs (properties exist for a pair but not for
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the individuals) and association classes (entries have properties of associations
between two existing classes). Geo-dipoles can simplify and unify this repre-
sentation of interactions. They are defined as tuples of two points dividing the
same property and value. An example is the distance between two points.
Frequently in GIS the temporal component is missed out. If considered, geo-
object attributes can experience three types of change through time: 1) move-
ment (stationary or moving), 2) geometry (rigid or elastic), 3) internal structure
(uniform or evolving).
Humans comprehend discrete objects rather than continuous fields, which are
better for physical processes. With geo-atoms we have the possibility to con-
ceptualize both of them, because either is based on the position, the first tuple
element of the geo-atom. Geo-fields have one property for the entire aggrega-
tion, the second element of the geo-atom tuple. Geo-objects are aggregations
where geo-atoms have certain requirements, the third element.
The approach of the geo-atom is limited on their aggregation into geo-fields and
geo-objects. Also when trying to transform geo-fields into geo-object collections
there is no limitation of inappropriate user input.

The research article is well structured due to the logical division into five
chapters. The text is written in a correct American English except a few errors
in composition, for example there is a sentence in chapter 2.2 with the verb
missing, but still understandable.
The issue of the paper is to introduce a central concept, the geo-atom, to provide
a basic method of representing geographic data. To create a pillar, the article
gives a good and detailed overview on the existing concepts of geographical rep-
resentation, trying to explain it to the readers. If you have some fundamental
knowledge in GIS theory, you should be able to follow the argumentations, be-
cause the article itself is coherent and well explained.
These concepts were adopted from previous publications and only in the penul-
timate chapter new approaches get introduced. This means, the explanations
of the current state of research leave their trace nearly on the hole article. That
phenomena makes an impression as if the principal research issue comes off
badly.
When reading the introduction, I imagined a completely new theory in the field
of the geo-atoms, but that did not meet my expectations. Maybe it is because of
the previous explained arguments, but it could also be that my own knowledge
regarding the approaches in geo-atom phenomena is not sufficient. In a few
cases some really good examples are added to the theory, what makes it easier
to understand.
The article’s conclusion summarizes all the discussed elements, the final result
and it brings a statement up, that seems important to me: This report does not
introduce a fully developed geo-atom, but it leads the way to a general theory of
geographic representation in GIS. Therefore the title fits exactly to the content
and thus I would claim the contribution as fruitful.
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